Frame Center’s Guide to Hanging Frame with Single Z Bar

What you need
- pencil
- ruler/measuring tape
- level
- screws (anchors if needed)
- drill
- Z bar (provided)

Hold your frame to the wall and mark where you would like the top center to sit.

On the back of your frame slide your Z bar under the Z bar already attached to the frame. Measure from the top edge of your frame down to the circular holes on your unattached Z bar.

Use this measurement to mark a new point on your wall from the top center point.

Hold your Z bar on the wall so that it is center with the mark and the holes are lined up with the mark.

Use a level to make sure that you are holding the Z bar straight and then use a pencil to mark where each of the holes are on the wall.

Use a drill to screw your Z bar into the wall (you may need to predrill or use anchors depending on your wall).

Slide the Z bar on your frame over the Z bar on the wall and make sure they are lined up on the sides.

Check out our Socials for more inspo/help

@framecenter
@FrameCenterHanover

Share online and tag us!

@framecenterhanover
Frame Center